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Abstract 
The synthetic treatment of nonlinear connections is given. Synthetic nonlinear connections 
are shown to be no other than Ehresmann connections on tangent bundles. Their relation to 
semisprays ( = second-order differential equations) is discussed. A nice nonlinear generalization 
of torsion form already discussed in the context of synthetic linear connections is given, and its 
properties are developed. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Classijication: 53B15 
0. Introduction 
Oddly enough, most of the synthetic differential geometers have been engaged 
exclusively in linear connections, though one of the most promising applications of 
synthetic differential geometry is mechanics, in which nonlinear connections are 
indispensable (cf. [7]). As far as we know, nonlinear connections till remain unsung in 
the literature of synthetic differential geometry. The principal objective of this paper is 
to betake ourselves to enlarging the synthetic scope to nonlinear connections. For 
a good exposition on linear connections in synthetic context, the reader is referred to 
Lavendhomme [6, Ch. 51. 
The paper consists of five sections besides this introduction. In Section 2 we will 
show that nonlinear connections in synthetic guise correspond exactly to connections 
on tangent bundles in the sense of Ehresmann [3]. There it will be shown also that 
synthetic nonlinear connections correspond to tensor fields of type (1, 1) of some grain 
on the tangent bundle, which will convince the reader that our synthetic nonlinear 
connections are an transmogrification of their classical counterpart (cf. [2, Sec- 
tion 4.53). 
Just as linear connections give rise to sprays, nonlinear connections generally yield 
semisprays or second-order differential equations. The reverse procedure is an inter- 
esting topic in the study of nonlinear connections, as was the case in that of linear 
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connections (cf. [6, Section 5.1, Proposition 71). This point will be enlarged upon in 
Section 3. 
The synthetic treatment of torsion for nonlinear connections will be discussed in 
Section 4. Although the torsion form for linear connections can be imported verbatim 
into our synthetic study of nonlinear connections, it could no longer claim to be the 
torsion form for nonlinear connections, for it is no longer homogeneous. Therefore, 
we are obliged to search for its nonlinear alternative which is homogeneous and which 
degenerates into the familiar one if the connection at issue happens to be linear. There 
the tension, which always vanishes in the linear case, will also be discussed. 
In Section 5 the relationship between connections and semisprays discussed in 
Section 3 will be elaborated. We will show, under two disputable assumptions, that 
connections are determined root and branch by their semisprays and their torsion, 
which is of the same vein as the celebrated bijective correspondence between sprays 
and torsion-free linear connections (cf. [6, Section 5.1, Proposition 91). Our discussion 
there is substantially classical (cf. [2, Section 4.81). The first section is devoted to 
technical miscellany. 
Our standard reference on synthetic differential geometry is Lavendhomme [6, up 
to Ch. 51, and our standard reference on nonlinear connections is De Leon and 
Rodrigues [2, Ch. 43. Some propositions, whose proofs can be given by the same 
token as in Theorems 3.1 and 5.4 of our previous paper [lo] will be presented without 
proofs or only with the detailed treatment in case of 1w so as to convince the reader of 
their validity. 
1. Technical miscellany 
I. 1. Basic assumptions 
We hold that to collect basic assumptions at one place is a greater convenience than 
to scatter them onto their appropriate places. They are as follows: 
(0) The general Kock axiom (cf. [6, Section 2.11). 
(1) M is a microlinear space. 
(2) There exists a connection V0 on M. 
(3) For any t E MD and any tangent vector y to MD at t there exists a vector field 
X on MD coinciding with y at t. 
In (2) the term “connection” is used in the sense of Lavendhomme ([6, Section 5.1, 
Definition l] also called “pointwise connection”). Connections in this sense are to be 
called “linear connections” in later sections. 
1.2. Some vector and afine bundles 
It is well known (cf. [6, Section 3.1, Proposition 43) that the mapping ry : MD + M 
with rM((t) = t(0) for each t E MD is a Euclidean vector bundle. The space MD is often 
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denoted by T(M) and is called the tangent bundle of M. Given m E M, the space of all 
t E T(M) with TM(t) = m is denoted by T,,,(M) and is called the tangent space to M at 
m. A section of the tangent bundle ry : MD -+ M is called a vector field on M. In 
synthetic differential geometry a vector field on M can be put down not only as 
a section of zy but also as an infinitesimal transformation X :D + MM with 
X0 = IdM. Both views of vector field will be used interchangeably throughout the 
paper. Given two vector fields X, Y on M, their Lie bracket [X, Y ] is defined to be the 
unique vector field on M such that for any dI, d2 E D, 
cx> Yldld2 = Y-d2oX-d, o YdloXdl. (1.1) 
It is well known even in synthetic differential geometry (cf. [6, Section 3.2, Proposi- 
tion 71) that the totality x(M) of vector fields on M forms a Lie algebra over R with 
respect to [. , .]. Given another microlinear space N and a function cp :M + N, the 
function cp induces a function ‘p*: MD -+ ND such that for any t E MD, 
V*(t) = cp o t. (1.2) 
Given X E x(M) and Y E x(N), we say that X and Y are q-related provided that for 
any m E M, 
cp*(X(m)) = Y(44m)). (1.3) 
If we stick to the other viewpoint of vector field, then condition (1.3) should be 
transmogrified into the equivalent condition that for any d E D, 
VOX, = Yd”q. (1.4) 
Proposition 1.1. Let X1, X2 E x(M) and Y1, Y, E x(N). ZfX, and X2 are q-related to Y1 
and Y2, respectively, then [X,, X2] is q-related to [Yl, Y,]. 
Proof. For any dI, d2 E D, we have 
q” Lx,> X21d,d, = ~“(XZ)-d,o(X1)-d, o(xZ)d,“(xl)d, 
= ~Y2~~d20~Y1~-d,a~Y2~d20~Yl~dl “9 
= Cyl, YZld,d2 ’ 0. 
Since R thinks that the multiplication .: D x D + D is surjective (cf. [6, Section 2.2, 
Proposition 11) and N is microlinear by assumption. 
q ’ cxl, X21d = Cyl 5 YZld o p 
for any d E D. This completes the proof. 0 
Now, we turn to iterated tangents. We denote the canonical injections 
dEDI-,(d,O)EDxDanddEDI--t(O,d)EDxDbyilandiZ,respectively.Theset 
MD’ D can be identified with the set (MD)D via two isomorphisms Yi : MD” D -+ (MD)D 
(i = 1,2), where YI(y)(dI)(d2) = y(dI, d2) and vU,(y)(dl)(d2) = y(d,, dI) for any 
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y E MDXD and any dl, d2 E D. By identifying MDXD with (MD)D via isomorphism Yr , 
the vector bundle z~D : T(MD) + MD can naturally and will usually be identified with 
the mapping Mi2: MDXD -+ MD. In particular, given microsquares y, y’ on M with 
M”(y) = MiZ($), y + y’ stands for y t y’ in the sense of Lavendhomme [6, Sec- 
tion 3.41, and ccy stands for a i y with c( E R. We note in passing that the connection V0 
in assumption (2) can be lifted canonically to the connection v on MD as follows: 
%(yl, yz) (di, &, &) = VO(YI (., &), yz(., &))(di, dz) (1.5) 
for any dl, dZ, d3 E D and any microsquares yl, yz with y1 0 i2 = y2 0 i2, where yi(.,d3) 
denotes the tangent vector to M assigning, to each d E D, yi(d, d3) (i = 1,2). 
A microsquare y and M is said to be vertical if y(d, 0) = ~(0, 0) for any d E D, or put 
another way, if (r,&(y) = 0. Given t E MD, we denote by y(MD) the R-module of 
vertical microsquares on M with Mi2(y) = t. Given tl, t2 E MD with t,(O) = t2(0), we 
denote by @(tl, t2) the vertical microsquare (d,, d2) E D x DI - (tI + dlt2)(d2) E M. It 
is well known (cf. [6, Section 5.2.11) that, given t E MD with t(0) = m, the assignment 
t’ E T,(M)] + @(t, t’) x(MD) furnishes an R-module isomorphism between T,(M) and 
v,(MD). 
A vector field X on MD is said to be vertical if X(t) is a vertical microsquare for each 
t E MD. Put another way, the vector field X on MD is vertical iff X is M”-related to the 
vector field OM on M, where (O,), = IdM for any d E D. 
Proposition 1.2. Zf X and Y are vertical vector jelds on MD, then [X, Y] is also 
a vertical vectorjeld on MD. 
Proof. Since X and Y are vertical vector fields by assumption, both of them are 
M”-related to OM. By Proposition 1 the vector field [X, Y] is M”-related to [O,, O,]. 
Since [O,, O,] = O,,[X, Y] is vertical. 0 
Now we would like to define a tensor field J of type (1, 1) on MD and a vector field 
Con MD. For any t E MD and any y E T,(MD), we define J(t)(y) to be @(t,(TJ* (y)). For 
any t E MD, we define C(t) to be @(t, t). In case of M = R, in which tangent vectors to 
M are represented by polynomials of d E D with coefficients in R! by the 
Kock-Lawvere axiom and microcubes on M are represented by polynomials of dI, 
d2 E D with coefficients in IR by the general Kock axiom, J assigns, to each micro- 
square a0 + axdi + a,dz + axydld2 on R, the microsquare a0 + (a,, + a,dI)d2 = 
a0 + a,d2 + axdId on R, while C assigns, to each tangent vector a, + aId to R, 
the microsquare a, + (a, + aIdI)d2 = a0 + aIdI + aldId on R. 
We denote the canonical injection of D into D2 by i. We denote the canonical 
injections d E DI -+ (d, 0) E D(2) and d E DI -+ (0, d) E D(2) by j, and j,, respectively. 
We denote the canonical injection (d,, d,) E D(2)/ + (0, dI, d2) E D(3) by II. We denote 
the canonical injection of D(2) into D x D by k. It is easy to see that the mappings 
Mjg : MD(Z) --) MD (i = 1, 2) and M’I : MD(‘) + MD(‘) are Euclidean vector bundles. The 
mapping M’ : MD2 + MD can be shown to be an affine bundle over the vector bundle 
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A@’ : MD(‘) + MD by the same token of Lavendhomme [6, Section 3.41, in which the 
mapping Mk : MD x D + MD(‘) was shown to be an affine bundle over the vector bundle 
M'l : MDC3’ -+ MD”‘. More specifically, we need the following easy lemmas in place of 
the two corresponding lemmas of Lavendhomme [6, Section 3.41: 
Lemma 1.3. The diagram 
DA 02 
i ** 
$ 
D2 B D2VD 
$1 
is a quasi-colimit diagram, where D2 V D = ((6, d) E D2 x D16d = 0}, t,bl(S) = (6,O) and 
$2(4 = (6, a21. 
Lemma 1.4. The diagram 
l- D 
I I c 
D2 - 
*I 
D2 V D 
is a quasi-colimit diagram, where I = (0, d). 
Once these two lemmas have been established, we can mimic the whole discussion 
of Lavendhomme [6, Section 3.43 to show that the mapping M’: MD2 + MD is an 
affine bundle over the vector bundle Mjl : MD(‘) + MD, the details of which are safely 
left to the reader. 
1.3. Strong diferences 
Kock and Lavendhomme [S] have introduced the notion of strong difference for 
microsquares into synthetic differential geometry, a good exposition of which can be 
seen in Lavendhomme [6, Section 3.41. Given two microsquares y+ and y_ on M, 
their strong difference y+ L y- is defined exactly when y+ In(2) = y_ ID@), and it is 
a tangent vector to M. Therefore, the operation L is a function from MD2Mc,21MD2 to 
MD. In case of M = R, the microsquares y k are polynomials of dI, d2 ED with 
coefficients in R by the general Kock axiom: 
y+ = ad + a+dI + aZd2 + a,$dId2. (1.6) 
The condition that y+ 1oC2J = y_ ID@) is now expressed simply in terms of the coeffi- 
cients of y k as follows: 
ao+ = a,, + 
_ 
a, = a, and al = a;. (1.7) 
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The strong difference y + I y _, if it is defined, is a polynomial of d E D with coefficients 
in R as follows: 
y+ I y- = a; + (u;~ - a,)d. (1.8) 
Now, we return to the general situation. We need the following simple proposition 
in later sections. 
Proposition 1.5. For any yl, y2, y3 E MD2 with YliD(2) = ?2iD(2) = dD(Z), we ham 
(YI L Y2) + (Y2 L Y3) + (Y3 L Yl) = 0. (1.9) 
Put another way, we have 
Yl L Y2 = (Yl 1 Y3) + (Y3 L Y2). (1.10) 
The proof of the above proposition is essentially the same as that of Theorem 5.4 of 
our previous paper [lo] so it is not reproduced here. In passing we note only that the 
above proposition and its proof is a prototype of our general Jacobi identity and its 
proof discussed there. 
By the same token, we have 
Proposition 1.6. For any yl, y2, y3, y4 E MD2 such that 
dD(2) = YZiD(2), (1.11) 
Y31D(2) = ?41D(2), (1.12) 
Yl Ojl = Y3 Ojl, (1.13) 
Y2Ojl = Y4Ojlr (1.14) 
YI oj2 - y3 oj2 = y2 oj2 - y40j2, (1.15) 
both sides of the following equality are meaningjiil and the equality itself holds: 
(Yl L Y2) - (Y3 L Y4) = (Yl y Y3) L (y2 iy4). (1.16) 
In Section 2 of our previous paper [lo], we have relativized the notion of strong 
difference I for microsquares to get three strong difference +, $ and + for micro- 
cubes. More specifically, the set MD3 can be identified with the set (MD)D2 via three 
isomorphism Yi : MD3 + (MD)Dz (i = 1,2,3), where Y! 1 (y) (dl, d,)(d) = y(d, dl, d2), 
If12(y)(dl, d,)(d) = y(dl, d, d2) and &(y)(dl, d,)(d) = y(dl, dz, d) for any Y E MD3 and 
any dl, d2, d E D. By way of example, the strong difference 
L :(MD)D’ 
(&$D”, (MD)D ’ + (MD)D for microsquares on MD can be transferred via 
isomorphism !&‘, and Yi to yield the strong difference + : MD3 X MD3 + MD2 for 
microcubes on M. That is, given microcubes y f on M, their str%l’dLfference y+ + y 
is defined exactly when y + h,(2) X D = y ID(z) xD’ and it is a microsquare on M. In case of 
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M = [w, the microcubes y + are polynomials of dI, dz, d3 E D with coefficients in [w by 
the general Kock axiom: 
y* = a: + a’d, + a,?dz + a,d3 + a$dIdz + a5dId3 + aGd,d, + a&dId2d3 
= (a: + aZdI + a,?d, + a&dId2) + (a’ + a&d1 + a$d, + a,$,dId2)d3 
= (a: + a,?ldJ + (a’ + aAd3)dI + (a: + a$d,)d, + (axI, + a&d3)dId2. 
(1.17) 
The condition that y+lDCZ,XD = y_lDCZ,XD is expressible in terms of the coefficients 
ofy,: 
_ _ + _ ao+ = ao, a: = a,, a: = aY, a: = a,, aXZ = aXZ and a,: = aYZ. (1.18) 
The strong difference y+ 5 y_, if it is defined, is a polynomial of dI, d2 E D with 
coefficients in [w as follows: 
Y+ J Y- = (a,f + (a& - aJdI) + (a: + (a& - a&)dI)d2 
= a: + a,fdz + (a& - aJdI + (a:,, - a&)dIdz. 
We can easily relativize Proposition 1.5 as follows: 
(1.19) 
Proposition 1.7. For any yl, y2, y3 E MD3 with YIIW)~D = YzID~~)~o = Y&W~D~ we 
have 
(71 + Yz) + (vz j Y3) + b3 + Y 1) = 0. (1.20) 
Put another way, we can say that 
Yl +- Y2 = (71% 73) + (Y3 + Yd (1.21) 
Now, we relativize another well-known result on strong differences for micro- 
squares to get a corresponding result for microcubes. Let us recall the following result 
(cf. [6, Section 3.4, Proposition 61). 
Proposition 1.8. For any y f E M D2 with Y + lDC2) = Y - loC2), we have 
y+ 1 y- = W.) L C(Y-). 
Recall that for any y E MD’, C(y) E MD2 is defined to be 
@(y))(& &) = Y(&, dr) for any dI, d2 E D. 
Given y E MD’, we now define C(y) E MD3 to be 
(%))(&, d2, d3) = y(&, & d3) for any dI, d2, d3 E D. 
We can easily relativize Proposition 1.8 as follows: 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
Proposition 1.9. For any y f s MD3 with y + ID@) x D = y _ ID@) x D’ we have 
Y+ +-Y- = C(Y+)fW-1. (1.25) 
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We conclude this subsection by discussing another way to get the three strong 
differences for microcubes on M. The set MD3 can be identified with the set (MDz)D via 
three isomorphisms pi : MD3 + (MD’)D (i = 1,2,3), where F1 (y) (d) (d,, d,) = 
y(d, di, A), %(M)(& d,) = y(di, d, A), and %(y)(d)& &) = y(& d2, d) for any 
YEMD3 and any d, dl, d2 ED. By way of example, the operation 
( I )D : (MD’)MOzj X D (MD’)’ + (MD)D is transferred via isomorphisms ly3 and Y2 to yield 
the strong difference + : MD3MOzj D MD3 -+ M D* for microcubes on M. It is not difficult X 
to show that 
Proposition 1.10. For any y f E MD3, y+ p y- is defined iffy+ + y- is defined. If both of 
them are defined, they are equal. 
Instead of presenting a formal proof of the above proposition, we check its validity 
only in case of R: 
Y + -? Y - = (a,+  a: 4) + ((a,: - Ky) + (d,, - G&W~ 
= u; + u:dz + (u& - a,,)dl + (a,:, - u,,)dld2. 
1.4. Forms 
(1.26) 
Given a small object E, a scalar-valued E-form on M is an assignment cp, to each 
y E ME, of an element q(y) of IF!. In Lavendhomme’s [6] monograph, a scalar-valued 
D”-form on M is called a singular differential n-form on M providing it is homogene- 
ous and alternating, and a scalar-valued D(n)-form on M is called a classical differen- 
tial n-form providing it is homogeneous an alternating. In this paper we prefer to use 
a bit simpler term “homogeneous” in his sense “n-homogeneous”. Given two small 
objects E, F with F c E, a scalar-valued E-form cp is said to be essentially an F-form or 
to be essentially F providing for any yl, y2 E ME with y1 IF = y21F we have 
q(yl) = cp(y2). It is well known (cf. [6, Section 4.1, Proposition 61) that every singular 
differential n-form is essentially D(2). These considerations can be generalized easily to 
vector-valued E-forms on M, which are assignments u, to each y E ME, of a tangent 
vector o(y) to M at y(0). By way of example, vector fields on M can be put down at 
vector-valued D(O)-forms on M, the tensor field J of type (1,1) on MD can be regarded 
as a vector-valued D-form on MD, and the torsion form of a connection on M in 
Lavendhomme [6, Section 5.3, Definition 31 is a vector-valued D2-form on M, which 
can be shown to be essentially D(2). Since MD(‘) is canonically isomorphic to 
MD 2 MD (cf. [6, Section 2.3, Proposition 2]), any scalar-valued or vector-valued 
D(2)-form can be regarded as a function whose domain is MD $ MD. The terms 
“tensor field of type (1, 1)” and “homogeneous vector-valued D-form” will be used 
interchangeably. 
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Let X, Y E x(M). Since X(M) is a Euclidean R-module, there exists a unique vector 
field on M, to be denoted by LxY, such that for any d E D, 
(X,)*Y - Y = dLxY, (1.27) 
where for any d’ E D, ((X,)*Y)ds = Xedo Y,. OX,. It is well known (cf. [6, Section 7.2, 
Proposition 31) that 
Proposition 1.11. For any X, Y E x(M), LxY = [X, Y]. 
Given a small object E, the totality 6g(M; E) of scalar-valued E-forms on M is also 
an Euclidean R-module. Thereof, for any X E x(M) and any cp E B?j(M; E), there 
exists a unique-scalar-valued E-form, to be denoted by Lx(p, such that 
(X,)*cp - cp = dLxqo, (1.28) 
where for any y E ME, ((X,)*cp)(y) = &X,0 y). 
Finally, given a small object E, the totality ‘?Bs(M; E) of vector-valued E-forms on 
M is also an Euclidean R-module. Thereof, for any X E x(M) and any w E ‘Bs(M; E), 
there exists a unique-vector-valued E-form, to be denoted by Lxw, such that 
(X,)*w - w = dLxo, 
where for any y E ME, ((X,)*w)(y) = (X_,)o(o(X,oy)). 
(1.29) 
Proposition 1.12. For any X, Y E x(M) and any homogeneous vector-valued D-form 
o on M, we have 
LAW(Y)) = (L,@(Y) + 4LxY). (1.30) 
Proof. On the one hand, for any d E D, we have 
(X_,),~)o(Y)~X, - w(Y) = dL,(w(Y)). 
On the other hand, since 
(1.31) 
(X-A * 4(X,), o Z) - o(Z) = d(Lxw)(Z) (1.32) 
and 
(X_,), 0 Z 0 X, - Z = dLxZ 
for any Z E x(M), we have 
(1.33) 
(X-J* 0 0 Y) 0 x, - w(Y) = (X-J, ( a a((xd), ’ (xmd), ’ y ’ xd) - m(y) 
= {(xmd), o w((xd), ’ (xpd), o y ’ xd) - m((xpd), a y ’ xd)} 
+ o((x-d), o y” xd - Y) 
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= d(L,o)(Y + d&Y) + do(LxY) C(1.32) and (1.33)] 
= d{(&o)(Y) + ~(~xY)S. (1.34) 
Therefore, (1.30) surely obtains. 0 
The following is only a vector-valued version of its well-known scalar-valued 
counterpart, and its proof is almost the same as in the scalar-valued case (cf. [ll, 
Theorem 1.61). 
Proposition 1.13. For any X, Y E x(M) and any vector-valued D-form w on M, we have 
L,,, y]w = LxLyo - LyLxo. (1.35) 
2. Connection 
A connection on M is a mapping V : MD z MD + MDXD such that for any 
(tl, t2) E MD 2 MD, any dl, d2 E D and any c( E R, we have the following: 
V(t,, rJ(di, 0) = r,(d,), (2.1) 
V(t,, rz) (0, &) = r2(&)> (2.2) 
V(atl, tz) (d,, &) = V(r,, t2) (& d2). (2.3) 
The connection V is said to be linear if it satisfies the following condition besides the 
above three ones: 
V(t,, %) (d,, d,) = V(t,> t2) (d,, Cl&). (2.4) 
In Lavendhomme’s [6] monograph the term “connection” is used in our present 
sense of linear connection. 
Under our present terminology the relationship between connections and verti- 
cal-horizontal decompositions is simple enough. As in Lavendhomme [6, Sec- 
tion 5.21, we say that a microsquare y on M is horizontal with respect to a given 
connection V if it is of the form V(t,, t2) for some (tl, t2) E MD 5 MD. We denote by 
H, and V, the vector subbundle of horizontal microsquares and that of vertical ones, 
respectively. Now we have 
Theorem 2.1. Given a connection V, the vector bundle M” : MD’ D + MD is the Whitney 
sum of subbundles & and V,. Conversely, given a vector subbundle H of 
Mi?:MDXD +MDwithMDXD = H@ V,, there exists a unique connection V on M with 
Hv = H. In short, the assignment V ) -+ Hv gives a bijection between connections and 
vector subbundles of Mi2 : MD’ D + MD complementary to V,. 
Proof. The first statement can be proved in the same manner as in the proof of 
Proposition 1 of Lavendhomme [6, Section 5.21. To see the second statement, let 
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V and V’ be connections on M with H,, = H. Then, for any (tl, tz) E MD 5 MD, it is 
easy to see, by dint of condition (2.1), that V(t,, tz) T V’(ti, tz) E I&, while obviously 
V(t,, t2) i V’(tl, tz) E H. Therefore, V(t,, t2) = V’(ti, t2), which is no other than the 
uniqueness of a desired connection V. To see the existence of a desired connection V, 
let h and u be the natural projections of MD’ D onto H and V,, respectively, under the 
Whitney sum decomposition MD’ D = HOT/,. For any (tl, t2) E MD 5 MD, we decree 
that V (tl, t2) = h(d (tl, t2)), where A (tl, t2) is an arbitrary microsquare on M whose 
restrictions to the axes are tl and t2, respectively. To see that our definition of V (tl, t2) 
is independent of our choice of A (tl, t2), let d’(ti, tJ be another microsquare on 
M whose restrictions to the axes are tl and tat respectively. Then it is easy to see that 
A’(tl, t2) i A(t,, t2) falls in I’,,, so that h(A’(t,, tz) T A(t,, tz)) = 0, which is tanta- 
mount to saying that h(d’(t,, tz)) = h(d ((tl, tz)). Therefore, the mapping 
V : MD X MD + MD x D is well defined. It is easy to see that the mapping V satisfies 
conditi&s (2.1) and (2.2). To see that it also satisfies condition (2.3), it suffices to note 
that, for any Y E R, the microsquare (d,, d,) E D x DI -+ V (tl, tZ)(cdl, d2) belongs to 
H with atI and t2 as its restrictions to the axes, which follows simply from the 
assumption that H is a vector subbundle of M” : MD’ D + MD. By taking the micro- 
square (d,, d2) E D x DI + V(t,, tZ)(adl, d2) as V(cct,, t2), the desired condition (2.3) 
follows readily, since V(ccti, t2) = h(V(crt,, t2)) = V(atr, tz). The third statement in the 
theorem is a direct consequence of the preceding two statements. c] 
By Theorem 2.1 a connection V determines its Whitney sum decomposi- 
tion T(MD) = HP @ V,, which gives rise to a tensor field rv = h, - vv of type (1, 1) 
on MD, where h, and uv denote the natural projections of T(MD) on to Hv and V,, 
respectively. 
Theorem 2.2. The tensor field rv of type (1, 1) associated with a connection V satisjes 
the following condition: 
JIZ,=J and &J= -J. (2.5) 
The assignment V 1 + rv gives a bijection between connections and tensorjelds of type 
(1, 1) on MD satisfying condition (2.5). 
Proof. It is easy to see that Jhv = J, hvJ = 0, Juv = 0 and vv J = J, from which the 
first statement follows readily. To see the second statement, let r be a tensor field of 
type (1, 1) on MD abiding by condition (2.5). By our basic assumption (2) we have 
a Whitney sum decomposition T(MD) = HvO @I V,. By condition (2.5) we are sure 
that Tt = -t for any t E V, while Tt = t + s with some s E V, for any t E H,,, from 
which r2 = IdMD results at once. Therefore, T(MD) decomposes as a Whitney sum 
into W, = {t E T(MD) I Tt = t> and W_ 1 = {t E T(MD) 1 Tt = -t}. Obviously, 
V, c W_ 1. To see the reverse inclusion W_ 1 c V,, let t E W_ [. Then JTt = - Jt, 
whereas JTt = Jt by condition (2.5). Therefore, Jt = 0, which is none other than 
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tE v,. Now that WeI = V, is established, the proof is complete by The- 
orem 2.1. 0 
Throughout the rest of this section an arbitrarily chosen linear connection V shall 
be fixed. 
Lemma 2.3. For any horizontal microsquare y on M regarded as a tangent vector to 
MD, (C&y is also a horizontal microsquare on M for any d E D. 
Proof. Since y is a horizontal microsquare on M, 
Y = VP,, t2)3 
where K(y) = (tl, t2). Therefore, 
(G)*Y = (Cd), V @I> tz) 
(2.6) 
= V(ti, b) $ diV(t,, b) 
= V(t,, tz + dt,). 0 (2.7) 
Proposition 2.4. If X is a horizontal vector$eld on MD, then so is [C, X]. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, the vector field (C,)*X on MD is horizontal for any d ED, and 
so is dL,X = (C,)*X - X. Since L,X = [C, X] by Proposition 1.11, the proof is 
complete. 0 
3. Simispray 
A semispray on M is a mapping 5 : MD + MD” D sticking by the following condi- 
tions: 
(1) t is a section of the vector bundle M” : MD” D + MD, i.e., r(t) (0, d) = t(d) for any 
teM” and any deD; 
(2) 5 is a section of the vector bundle M” : MD” D + MD, i.e., t(t) (d, 0) = t(d) for any 
tEMD and any deD. 
A spray on M is a semispray < on M abiding by the following condition: 
(3) ((at) (d,, d,) = t(t) (crdI, adz) for any PER, any tEMD and any dI, d2ED. 
Now, we have to connect our notion of spray to that of Lavendhomme [6, Section 
5.1.31. An L-semispray on M is a mapping 0: MD -+ MD2 subject to the following 
condition: 
(4) (T is a section of the affine bundle M’: MD2 -+ MD, i.e., o(t)(d) = t(d) for any 
tEMD and any dED. 
An L-semispray 5 on M is called an L-spray on M if it satisfies the following 
condition: 
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(5) a(a) (6) = a(t) (cd) f or any MER, any tEMD and any LED,. 
In Lavendhomme’s [6] monograph the term “spray” is used in our present sense of 
L-spray. In Bunge and Sawyer [l] our notion of spray was attributed to Lawvere, and 
that of L-spray was attributed to Joyal. 
The following lemma is a quotation from the proof of Proposition 5 of Laven- 
dhomme [6, Section 5.11. 
Lemma 3.1. The diagram 
II 
D: 
+ 
DxD - D2 
5 
is a quasi-colimit diagram. 
Proposition 3.2. Given an L-semispray a on M, thefunction 5, : MD + MD x D defined hy 
the formula 
5,(t) (d,, d,) = a(t) (d, + d2) (3.1) 
is a semispray. Conversely, given a semispray 5, there exists a unique L-semispray a with 
5 = 4,. In short, the assignment a H<~ gives a bijection between L-semisprays and 
semisprays. 
Proof. The first statement should be obvious. The second statement follows from 
Lemma 3.1. The last statement is a direct consequence of the preceding two ones. 0 
Proposition 3.3. An L-semispray a on M is an L-spray iff its associated semispray 4, is 
a spray. 
Proof. Suppose that a is an L-spray, then we have, for any t E MD, any dl, d2 E D and 
any a E R, that 
&(4 (4, 4) = 44 (4 + &) 
= a(t) (cc(d, + d,)) = a(t) (adI + xdz) 
= 5,(t) (adI, adz). 
This means that 5, is a spray. Conversely, suppose that 5, is a spray, then we have, for 
any t E MD, any dl, d2 ED and any c( E R, that 
44 (4 + &) = M4 (4, &) = 5,(t) (4, a&) 
= a(t) (adI + adz) = a(t) (cl(d, + d,)). 
Since R thinks that the addition + : D x D + D2 is surjective (cf. [6, Section 2.2, 
Proposition 2]), we have that a(xt) (6) = a(t) (016) for any 6 ED,, which means that a is 
an L-spray. 0 
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Now, we have to discuss the relationship between connections and semisprays. 
First we note that any connection V on A4 naturally gives rise to its associated 
semispray &, which is defined to be the assignment TV MD -V(t, t) E MD” D. In 
particular, if V is a linear connection, then its associated semispray is indeed a spray, 
as is discussed in Lavendhomme [6, Section 5.1, Proposition 51. Conversely, we have 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.4. Given a semispray r on M, r, = - L,J is a connection on M, whose 
associated semispray tr, is r + (l/2)5* with 5* = [C, 51 - r. 
To establish the above theorem, we need some conceptual preparations. In Section 
1.2 we have defined an operation J on MD’, which we now relativize to MD’ in two 
ways. The operation JD on (MD2)D can be transferred to an operation J on MD3 via 
isomorphism p1 : MD3 + (MD2)D, while the operation J on (MD)D2 can be transferred 
to an operation J on MD3 via isomorphism _ul,. In case of M = R, each y E MD3 is 
a polynomial of dl, d2, d3 ED with coefficients in R by the general Kock axiom: 
y = a, + axdl + a,dz + azd3 + axYdldz + a,,dlds + uyzdzd3 + uxyzdldzd3 
= (a~ + axdl) + (a, + ax,dJdz + (a, + axzdlJd3 + (a,, + axyzdAdxd3 
= (~0 + qdz + a,ds + a,,dzd,) + (a, + axydz + axzdj + axyzdzd3)dl. (3.2) 
Then it is easy to see that 
JY = (ao + aA) + (a, + axA) + (a, + a,,A)&& 
= a0 + axdl + a,ds + axzdld3 + a,d2d3 + uxydld2d3, (3.3) 
Jv = (ao + a,ds + a,d,d,) + (a, + uxzdx + a,,dzdj)dj 
=a0 +a,d, +a,d3 +uxzdld3 +a,dzd, + a,,dldzd3. (3.4) 
The coincidence of .i and _I in case of M = R is not an accident. Indeed, as in 
Proposition 1.10, it is not difficult to see that 
Proposition 3.5. It is generally the case that 7 = _J. 
With due regard to Proposition 3.5 both of J and J are hereafter denoted simply 
by J. 
Now, we have: 
Proposition 3.6. For any y+, y_ E MD3 with y+ ID(2jxD = y- ID(2jxD, we have that 
JY+ ID(z)~D = JYPID(z)XD, (3.5) 
J(Y+ +y-) =Jy+ fJy-. (3.6) 
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Instead of plunging into a formal proof of the above proposition, we here content 
ourselves with considering the simple case of M = R, in which y+ are polynomials of 
di, d2, d3 E D with coefficients in R as in (1.17) abiding by condition (1.18). In this case 
it is easy to see that 
J(Y + 5 ‘ip) = J{aJ + (UC, - aJdI + a:d, + (a,:, - a&)dld2) 
= a; + a:dx + (u:,, - a,,)dld2. 
It is also easy to see that condition (3.5) is satisfied, and that 
Jy+ 3 Jy- = (aof + azdl + a:dJ + a&dld3 + ald2d3 
+ a$fld2d3) +(a; + aidI + a:dJ 
+ aLdId + a,Td2d3 + a,d,d,d,) 
(3.7) 
= aof + a:d2 + (u& - a,)dId2. 
The following two easy propositions are presented without proofs. 
(3.8) 
PrOpOSitiOn 3.7. For Uny Y+, y- E MD3 With y+ IDczJxD = y- /L,(~,~~, We have that 
JCJy+ = JCJy_. (3.9) 
Proposition 3.8. For any y E MD3 we have that 
CJCJCy = JZJy. (3.10) 
As we commented in Section 1.2, a vector field X on MD can be put down as 
a function from D to (MD)“@’ with Xd = Id Ma. Since the set ((MD)‘M”‘)D is naturally 
isomorphic to the set (M(MD))Dx D via isomorphism Z: ((MD)‘M”))D -+ (M(MD))Dx JJ with 
3(X) 66, d,) (r) = X,,(r) (dz) f or any XE((M~)(‘@))~, any d,, d2 E D and any t E MD, 
a vector field X on MD can be deemed a microsquare (X) on the space MC@). 
Similarly a microsquare yon (MD)‘M”’ can be taken as a microcube (y) on MC‘@) with 
(Y> (d,, dz, d3) (0 = y(dr, 6) (t) (d3) f or any dl, d2, dJ ED and any t E MD. It is easy to 
see that 
Lemma 3.9. For any X, YE x(MD) and any microsquares y, y+, y- on (MD)(ICI”), we 
have the following: 
(J-0 = J(X), (3.11) 
J(X* Y) = ((JX)* Y), (3.12) 
(Y+ 1 r-> = (Y+> j 6-L (3.13) 
<CY> = Z(Y)> (3.14) 
(X+Y)=(X)+(Y). (3.15) 
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Our odyssey from Proposition 3.5 through Lemma 3.9 finally yields: 
Proposition 3.10. For any X, Y EX(M~), we have 
[JX, JY] = J[JX, Y] + J[X, JY]. (3.16) 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
<C.JX, JYl> = (JCJX, Yl> + (JCX, JYl>, 
for which we need to notice that 
([JX, JY]) = ((JY) * (JX) 2 C((JX) *(JY))) 
= <(JY)*(JX))~(WJX)*(JY))) 1(3.13)1> 
(J[JX, Y]) = (J((Y * JX) L C((JX)* Y))) 
= J((Y*JX) 1 C((JX)* Y)) [(3.11)] 
= J(((Y * JX)) -$ GWX) * Y))) C(3.13)1 
= J((Y * JX)) f J(C((JX) * Y)) [(3.6)] 
= ((JY) * (JX)) + JCJ(X * Y ) C(3.11) & (3.14)], 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(J[X, JY]) = (J((JY)*X I C(X *(JY)))) 
= J((JY)*X L C(X*(JY))) [(3.11)], 
= J(C((JY)*X) I X*(JY)) [(1.3.12)] 
= J(U((JY)*X)) J <X*(JY))) C(3.13)1 
= J(C((JY)*X)) ,J(X*(JY)) [(3.6)] 
= J(C((JY)*X)) J ((JX)*(JY)) [(3.12)] 
= CJ(C((JY)*X)) jC((JX)*(JY)) [(1.25)] 
= CJCJ.Z(Z(Y *X)) + (Z((JX)*(JY))) [(3.1 
= JCJ(C(Y *X)) % (C((JX)*(JY))) [(3.10)-J 
= JCJ(X * Y) f (C((JX) * (JY ))) [(3.19)]. 
Therefore, desired (3.17) follows from Proposition 1.7. •i 
I), (3.12) & (3.14)] 
(3.20) 
Now that Proposition 3.10 has been established, we can follow the standard lines to 
establish Theorem 3.4. First, it is easy to see the following simple characterization of 
semispray. 
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Proposition 3.11. A vector field 5 on MD is a semispray ifs 55 = C. 
It is also easy to see that 
Proposition 3.12. L,J = -J 
Proposition 3.13. Let r be a semispray on M. Then we have 
J[& JX] = - JX 
for any X E x(MD). 
Proof. It is easy to see the following: 
J[t, JX] = [J& JX] - J[J<, X] (Proposition 3.10) 
= [C, JX] - J[C, X] (Proposition 3.11) 
- JX = (L,J)X (Proposition 3.12) 
= [C, JX] - J[C, X] (Proposition 1.12). 
Therefore, (3.21) obtains. 0 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. It is easy to see the following: 
Jr,X = J(-[t, JX] + J[<, X]) (Proposition 1.12) 
= -J[& JX] 
= JX (Proposition 3.13), 
r,JX = -[& J(JX)] + J[& JX] (Proposition 1.12) 
= J[E, JX] 
= - JX (Proposition 3.13). 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Therefore, by assumption (3), r, is a connection, whose associated semispray is 
calculated as follows: 
irr: = h,$ 
= +(r + r&l 
= +t + +r,< 
= il + f (-[t, Jt] + J[& 51) (Proposition 1.12) 
= tt + + (-CL J51) 
= +;” + + [C, c] (Proposition 3.11) 
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= 3t + gt* + i”) 
= ir’ + it*. (3.26) 
The relationship between connections and semisprays will be elaborated in the last 
section. 
4. Tension and torsion 
An arbitrarily chosen connection V shall be fixed throughout this section. 
4.1. Semibasic forms 
A vector-valued D(n)-form q on MD is said to be semibasic if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) The vector q(yl, . . . ,y,) is vertical for any 
(Y 1, ... > y&MD2 x ... x MD’. 
MD MD 
(2) q(yl, . , y,,) is 0 whenever at least one of yl, . . . , I/,, is vertical. 
A vector-valued D(n)-form 8 on M gives rise to its associated semibasic vector- 
valued D(n)-form e on M” such that for any TV MD and any yl, . . ,JJ~E T,(MD), 
!Wl, .‘. 9Yn) = @(G N(zM)*Yl> ... ,(TM)*Yn)). (4.1) 
It is easy to see that 
Proposition 4.1. Let q be a homogeneous semibasic D(n)-form on MD. Let r and 5’ be 
semisprays on M. Then for any t E MD and any yl, . , yn_ 1 E T,(MD), 
V(i”(Q Yl, ... 9%1) = r(5’@), Yl> ... ,Yn-1). (4.2) 
Proof. Since t(t) - r’(t) is vertical, 11(5(t) - r’(t), yl, . . . ,ynPl) = 0 by condition (2), 
which implies (4.2) by the homogeneity of q. 0 
A homogeneous semibasic vector-valued D(n)-form 4 on MD gives rise to its 
associated vector-valued D(n - l)-form q” on MD such that for any t E MD and any 
Yl, ... 2 Y. - 1 E Tt(MD), 
rlOb 1, .” ,%-I) = v(4@), Yl, ... ,Yn-11, (4.3) 
where < is an arbitrary semispray on M and the above proposition guarantees that 
our definition of q” does not depend on our particular choice of 5. 
By the same token as in Proposition 4.1, we have 
Proposition 4.2. The above assignment 0 ~-+e gives a bijective correspondence between 
homogeneous vector-valued D(n)-forms on M and homogeneous semibasic vector-valued 
D(n)-forms on MD. 
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4.2. Tension 
The tension of V is the tensor field H of type (1,1) on MD given by the following 
formula: 
Hv = (l/2) (W’v). (4.4) 
Proposition 4.3. HV = L,hv 
Proof. This follows from the simple fact that rv = 2hV - I and LJ = 0, where 
I = Idu+. 0 
Proposition 4.4. H, is a semibasic,form. 
Proof. If X is a vertical vector field on MD, so is [C, X] by Proposition 1.2. Therefore, 
(L,hV)X = [C, hvX] - h,[C, X] (Proposition 1.12) 
= 0. (4.5) 
This means, by assumption (3), that HV satisfies condition (2) of Section 4. 
Given an arbitrary vector field X on MD, we can write X = Xh + X, with 
X,, = h,X and X, = v,X. Therefore, by Proposition 1.12, we have 
(L&,)X = CC, hv(Xh + X,)1 - h,CC, X,, + X,1 
= CC, X,1 - h, CC, X,1 - h, CC, X,1 
= [C, X,] - h,[C, X,] (Proposition 1.2) 
= % CC, x,1. (4.6) 
This means that (LchV)X is a vertical vector field on MD, which implies, by assump- 
tion (3), that HV satisfies condition (1) of Section 4. IJ 
Proposition 4.5. If5 is a semispray on M, so is [C, <I. 
Proof. By Propositions 3.11 and 3.12 we have 
J[C, 41 = [C, 541 - (LcJ)t (Proposition 1.28) 
= cc, C] + Ji; 
= c. (4.7) 
Therefore [C, <] is a semispray by Proposition 3.11. 0 
Corollary 4.6. For any semispray t on M, t* = [C, <] - r is a vertical vectorfield on 
MD. 
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Proof. By Propositions 1.28, 3.11 and 4.3 we have 
.J<* =J[c,r] -55 
=C-C 
= 0, 
which means that the vector field t* on MD is vertical. 0 
(4.8) 
Proposition 4.7. (I&)’ = (&)* 
Proof. Since the vector field (&,)* on MD is vertical by Corollary 4.6, we have 
0 = hv (&)* 
=&CC, 4vl - hv5v 
= hv cc i”vl - tv, (4.9) 
so that hv [C, [v] = tv. Therefore, 
(HA0 = (-LA) (5v) 
= [C, h,&] - h,[C, tv] (Proposition 1.28) 
= CC, 5vl - tv 
= (4v I*. (4.10) 
The following proposition shows why the notion of tension is not discussed at all in 
the literature of linear connections. 
Proposition 4.6. If V is a linear connection on M, then Hv = 0. 
Proof. Since Hv is a semibasic form by Proposition 4.4, it suffices to show that (Hv) X 
for any horizontal vector field X on MD, which follows from the following simple 
calculation: 
(L,h,)X = [C, h,X] - h,[C, X] (Proposition 1.28) 
= [C, X] - [C, X] (Proposition 2.4) 
= 0. (4.11) 
Proposition 4.7. Let < be a semispray on M. Let V, be its associated connection on 
M with rvc = -L,J. Then HvF is -(1/2)L,*J. 
Proof. This follows from the following calculation: 
Hv< = f L&v, 
= -$L,L,J 
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= -5 VW, <I J + L,L,J) (Proposition 1.29) 
= - f (L,, Cl J - L,J) (Proposition 3.12) 
= -f (L<* J). (4.12) 
4.3. Torsion 
In synthetic theory of linear connections uch as seen in Lavendhomme [6, Ch. 51 
the connection form %?v and the torsion form Ov are given by the following formulas: 
@v(Y) = Y 1 V(r1, t2), (4.13) 
and 
WY) = cc,(Y) - @v(W) (4.14) 
for any microsquare y on M, where K(y) = (ti, t2). 
As for nonlinear connections, we can no longer claim (4.14) as the defining formula 
of torsion form, though we continue to use the notation O,(y) as an abbreviation of 
the right-hand side of (4.14) as well as G&,(y) in the sense of (4.13) even in nonlinear 
connections. To present our defining formula of torsion form in nonlinear connec- 
tions, we first ought to show that 
Proposition 4.8. The vector-valued D’lform OV on M is essentially a D(2)-form. 
Before embarking upon a proof of the above proposition, we note first that 
Proposition 4.9. In case that V is a linear connection, OV is homogeneous as well as 
alternating. 
Proof. This follows simply from Propositions 4 and 5 of Lavendhomme [6, Section 
3.4-J. 0 
By the above proposition a proof of Proposition 4.8 in case of linear connections 
can be given after that of Proposition 6 of Lavendhomme [6, Section 11, which 
established a bijective correspondence between classical differential 2-forms and 
singular differential 2-forms in his terminology. In the general case (i.e., the connection 
V is not assumed to be linear), 0, is no longer homogeneous, and we proceed as 
follows: 
Proof of Proposition 4.8. Let y, y’ E MD2 with K(y) = K(j) = (tI, t2). By Proposition 
1.8 we have 
@V(Y) - WY’) = {(Y I V(t1, t2)) - W) L V(t2, tdl 
- {b’ L V@l> t2)) - MY’) 1 V(t2, td} 
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= {(y -T- V(t1, t2)) - (Y’ 1 V(t1, t2))l 
- {W) L V(t2, t1)) - bw’) L V@2> h))) 
= (y 1 y’) - (C(y) 2 C(j)) (Proposition 1.5) 
= 0. (4.15) 
Therefore, the vector-valued D2-form Ov is essentially D(2). 0 
By Proposition 4.8 we can write unambiguously Ov(ti, t2) for any m E A4 and any 
ti, t2 E T,(M). Trivially, we have 
@&I, t2) = @VP@,, t2)) 
= - {W(~l, t2)) 1 V@,, h,) 
= V(t2, t1) L W(L t2)) 
= w @2, td) L v @I, t2). (4.16) 
Now, we are going to define a vector-valued D(2)-form tv on MD to be called the 
weak torsion form of V. To do so, we define a vector-valued D(2)-form Cv on MD in 
such a way that for any t E MD, any yl, y2 E T,(MD) and any d E D, 
m @v~hf)*Y1, t + 4%M)*Y2) - @V((d,Yl, a = dwb Y2). (4.17) 
In short, &(yl, yz) is the derivative of the function a~lW H @(t, Ov((n,&y,, 
r + ~~GA,Y~) at 0. 
Now our weak torsion form tv is defined in such a way that for any t E MD and any 
~1, YZ E T,(MD)> 
tvb1, Y2) = &(Yl, Y2) - ~V(Yl~ Y2) - m @V((%4),Yl, hf)*Yd. (4.18) 
The following proposition shows that, providing the connection V is linear, our 
weak torsion form tv degenerates essentially into Lavendhomme’s [6] torsion form 
0,. 
Proposition 4.10. In case that V is a linear connection, tv is the semibasic vector-valued 
D(2)-form on MD associated with OV, i.e., tv = 9,. 
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Proof. Let t E MD and yi, y2 E T,(MD) since 0, is homogeneous by Proposition 4.9, we 
have 
@(L @Vh),Yl, t + 4%4)*Yz) - Wh)*Yl, 0) 
(4.19) 
Therefore, Ov = @,. Since Kv is easily seen to be alternating, we have 
tvb,, 1/d = WY,, Y2) - Q&2, Yl) - @(4 whf)*Yl~ (%f)*Yd 
= edY1, Y2) + c%(Yl, 2%) - O&l7 Y2) 
= e&l? Yz). 
This completes the proof. 0 
(4.20) 
It follows directly from the definition that our weak torsion form tv is semibasic. 
Besides we have 
Proposition 4.11. The weak torsion form tv is homogeneous as well as alternating. 
Proof. Trivially, tv is alternating. To show that tv is homogeneous, let us note first 
that for any t E MD and any Y1, Yz E T,(MD), we have 
& (Yi, Y2) = @(r, @v((Q)*Y,, r + @rM)*Y,) - %((%)*Yi, r)) 
= @(r, {Z(V(r + d(%)*Yz, (%4)*Yi)) I V ((%)*Yi, t + d(%)*Y2)) 
- {E(V (t, (Q)*Y,)) I V ((~M),Y,~ r))) 
= @(r, WV0 + GQf)*Y2, (Gf)*Yi)) 7 Z(V(r, (Q!)*Yi))) 
1 {V((Q&+J i, r + GQAJZ) T V ((JQ+J I, t)j (Proposition I .6) 
= @(r, diEV((%f)*Yz, (%)*Yi) 
I di(&V) bf)*Y1~ t) ((QA*Yz)) 
= d@(r, CV((Q)*Yz, (%f),Yl) I (%V) ((%4)*Y13 t) ((%)*YA (4.21) 
where (&V)((~&Y 1, r)((U+&) d enotes the derivative of the function a~ I&! H 
V((rrM)*yl, t + c((~&yz), regarded as a function from R to the R-module of micro- 
squares on M whose restrictions to the first axis coincide with (nM),y, (the latter is 
naturally endued with an R-module structure with respect to $ and ;), at 0. It is 
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obvious that the restriction of the microsquare (~?,V)((rr,),Yi, t) ((rc&y2)) to the axes is 
((n&.yi, (rrM),Y2). We note in passing that for any tx E R, 
(&V) ((%A* bYl), t) hfM)*Y2N = +32w N%f)* Yl, t) @?%4)*Y2)) (4.22) 
and 
@2V) bh4)* “911 t) h4)* @r2)) = fx ,@2V) h4I*Yl> t) N7hfM)*Y2))~ 
By the same token as in (4.21), we have 
Q&2, Yd = w, IVK%d*Y 13 h4)*Y2) 1 (W) K7iM)*Y2,9 Kd*Y 1)) 
= @k v @?d*Y1, hd*Y2) L W2V) b4),Y2~ t) bd*ym 
It follows from (4.16), (4.21) and (4.24) that 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
h4Yh Y2) = G (Yl, Y2) - G (Y2, Yd - @(4 @P (hfM)*Y19 bfM)*Y2N 
= w, iv (hd*Y2, hfhI)*YJ 1 P2V) (hd*Yl~ t) h4M)*Y2)) 
- @i(4 v ebf)*Yl, hd*Y2) L w32V) (h),Y2~ t) (hf)*Y1))) 
- @k w hd*Y2, hd*YJ) L vhf)*Yl~ h)*Yz)) 
= w m32V) ed*Y2r 6 fh)*Yl)f 
L (a2v) (~A*YI, t) ((G.AY~)) Proposition 1.5). 
Therefore, by (4.22), (4.23) and (4.25), we have 
(4.25) 
t&y1, Y2) = @k W2V) hf)*Y2, t) b4)*(wd) 
1 @2V) hd* @Yl), 4 hd*Y2)) 
= @(t, @4(~2v) hw)*Y2> t) ed*Y 1)) 
1 4a2v ((%)*Yl, t) bfM)*Y2)). 
= !mt, Jm2v) hd*Y*, t) K%A*Yd 
I @2V) hd*Y1, t) mw)*Y2)) 
= % (Yl, Y2). 
By the same token as in (4.26), we have also 
tv (Yl, my21 = utv (Yl, Y2) 
This completes the proof. 0 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
We define a vector-valued D-form T on MD to be to - H, which is called the strung 
torsion form of V. The following proposition as well as its proof is classical. 
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Proposition 4.12. We have 
(l&7)* + (TV)0 = 0. (4.28) 
Proof. The desired identity follows from the following calculation: 
(Tv)O = ((GO - &)O 
= (ty)OO - (Hv)O 
= -(HV)’ 
= - (rV)* (Proposition 4.7). 0 (4.29) 
At present we do not know whether the following nonlinear counterpart of 
Proposition 3 of Lavendhomme [6, Section 5.31 obtains. 
Conjecture 4.13. For any X, YE x(MD), we have 
tp(X, Y) = [JX, h,Y] + [hvX,JY] + J[X, Y] - J[X, h,Y] - J[hvX, Y] 
- h,[X, JY] - hv[JX, Y]. (4.30) 
Neither do we know whether the following classical result obtains in our synthetic 
context. 
Conjecture 4.14. Let 5 be a semispray on M. Let V, be its associated connection on 
M with rvL = - L,J. Then tv, vanishes. 
We close this subsection by stating that if the above conjectures obtain, it is not 
difficult to follow the standard lines leading to the decomposition theorem (cf. [2, 
Theorems 4.8.1 and 4.8.2]), which is of the same vein as Proposition 9 of Laven- 
dhomme [6, Section 5.11 claiming a bijective correspondence between sprays and 
torsion-free linear connections. Its details will be given in the next section. 
5. Decomposition theorem 
In this section, assuming Conjectures 4.13 and 4.14, we show that the decomposi- 
tion theorem holds even synthetically, though the discussion is essentially classical. 
First, we will establish the uniqueness of decomposition. 
Theorem 5.1. Let V1 and V, be two connections on M with the same strong torsion and 
the same associated semispray. Then V1 = V,. 
Proof. Let B = G, - Gz. Then it is easy to see that 
JB = Jr,, - JG2 
=J-J 
= 0, (5.1) 
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and that 
BJ = r,,J - r,,J 
=-J+J 
= 0. (5.2) 
Therefore, the vector-valued D-form B on MD is semibasic. Furthermore, if 4 is the 
same semispray associated with both V1 and V1, then we have 
B5 = r,,t - G25 
=5-i’ 
= 0. 
Since 
we have that for any X E x(MD), 
((b,)O - (tv,)O) (X) = (b, - tv,) (5, X) 
= t {( 35, BXI + CX JXI - J[It, BXI - JCR, Xl 
- B[& JX] - B[J& X]} [Conjecture 4.131 
= +{[C, BX] - J[& BX] - B[& JX] 
- B[C, X]} (Proposition 3.11). 
Wv, - HP,) (X) = (Mhv, - hv,)) (X) 
= t (LB) (X) C(5.4)1 
= f{[C, BX] - B[C, X]} [(1.30)]. 
It follows from (5.5) and (5.6) that 
0 = (Tv, - TV,) (X) 
= ((rv,)O - (tv,)O) (X) - Wv, - &J (X) 
= -+{J[& BX] + B[t, JX]}. 
By proposition 3.13 we have that 
J[{, BX] = - BX. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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On the other hand, if we denote by 0 the connection on M corresponding to the 
tensor -L,J of type (l,l), we have that 
BC& JXI = WI<, J&U 
= B((L,J)h,X - J[<, h,X]) [(1.30)] 
= B(L, J)h,X 
= -Bh,X 
= -BX. 
It follows from (5.7H5.9) that BX = 0. 0 
(5.9) 
Now, we deal with the existence part of the decomposition theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let g be a semispray and T a semibasic vector-valued D-form on MD such 
that To + <* = 0. Then there exists a unique connection V on M whose associated 
semispray is 5 and whose strong torsion is T. More specifically, 
r, = - L, J + T. (5.10) 
Proof. Let r = - L,J + T. Since T is semibasic, JT = TJ = 0. Therefore, Jr = J 
and TJ = -J by Theorem 3.4, which means that r determines a connection V with 
r, = r by Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 3.4 we have 
h,(=+(Z+r)< 
= f (I - LsJ)< + +Tt 
= f< - C& Jtl + JCL (1 + f Tt C(1.3O)l 
= t + f[* + i To (Proposition 3.11) 
= 6 
By Proposition 3.11 and Conjectures 4.13 and 4.14, we have 
(k)O (X) = k(5) X) 
= f {[Jl, TX] + CT<, JX] - J[& TX] 
- JCTt, Xl - TEL J-U - TCJL Xl] 
= + {[C, TX] - [i;*, JX] - J[& TX] 
+ JC4*, Xl - T[5, JW - TLC, Xl}. 
On the other hand, we have 
H,(X) = 4 (kr) (X) 
= t Wc(-LsJ)) WI + &CT) (WI 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
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= f {-&J) (X) + (L,T) (X)} (Propositions 1.13 and 3.12) 
= + { -[5*, JX] + J[<*, X] + [C, TX] 
- T [C, X]} (Proposition 1.28). (5.13) 
It follows from (5.12) and (5.13) that 
T,(X) = 0~)’ (X) - H,(X) 
=- + {JCL TX1 + T [15, JXI}. 
Since T is semibasic, we have 
TX = ThvX 
= +T(I + T)X 
= +T(I - L,J + T)X 
= f{TX - T(Z<J)X} 
(5.14) 
= f {TX - T [5, JX] + TJ[S, Xl} [(1.35)] 
= + (TX - T[& JX]}. (5.15) 
Therefore, 
TX = - T[r, JX]. (5.16) 
Since T is semibasic, we have 
TX=vvTX 
=+{I+L<J-T}TX 
= f {TX + [5, JTX] - J[5, TX]} [(1.30)-J, 
= 3 {TX - J[[, TX]}. (5.17) 
Therefore, 
TX = - J[<, TX]. (5.18) 
It follows from (5.14), (5.16) and (5.18) that 
T,(X) = TX. 0 (5.19) 
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